One popular and fruitful approach to understanding what influences the decision of where to look next has been to present targets in a series of trials either to the right or left of a central fixation point and examine sequential effects on saccadic latency [1] [2] [3] . However, there is a problem with this paradigm: Every saccade to a target is necessarily followed by an equal and opposite movement back to the center, yet the potentially confounding influence of this refixation saccade is rarely considered. Here, we introduce a novel random-walk paradigm that eliminates this difficulty. Each successive target appears to the left or right of the previous one, allowing us to study long sequences of saccades uncontaminated by refixations. This exposes a new stimulus-history effect, which is remarkably prolonged and relates primarily to movement direction: A saccade reduces the latency for subsequent movements made in the same direction and retards those in the opposite direction. Although in conventional refixation paradigms this effect cancels out, it is of particular significance in the real world-where our fixation point shifts constantly with the object of interestand reflects a prediction of the way that real objects typically move.
One popular and fruitful approach to understanding what influences the decision of where to look next has been to present targets in a series of trials either to the right or left of a central fixation point and examine sequential effects on saccadic latency [1] [2] [3] . However, there is a problem with this paradigm: Every saccade to a target is necessarily followed by an equal and opposite movement back to the center, yet the potentially confounding influence of this refixation saccade is rarely considered. Here, we introduce a novel random-walk paradigm that eliminates this difficulty.
Each successive target appears to the left or right of the previous one, allowing us to study long sequences of saccades uncontaminated by refixations. This exposes a new stimulus-history effect, which is remarkably prolonged and relates primarily to movement direction: A saccade reduces the latency for subsequent movements made in the same direction and retards those in the opposite direction. Although in conventional refixation paradigms this effect cancels out, it is of particular significance in the real world-where our fixation point shifts constantly with the object of interestand reflects a prediction of the way that real objects typically move.
Results and Discussion

Influence of Stimulus History on Saccadic Latency
We measured our subjects' saccadic latencies in two kinds of experimental paradigm: a conventional refixation paradigm, in which a target to be tracked appeared randomly to the left or right of a central point and returned to the center between trials, and a random-walk paradigm in which there was no return to the center, with each target appearing to the left or right of the previous one. Figure 1 compares the latencies of those saccades that were preceded by one in the same direction (RR or LL) or in the opposite direction (RL and LR) for the random-walk paradigm. For all subjects, latencies for the same direction are significantly shorter than those for the opposite direction (t test, p < 0.05). This influence of a previous saccades decays over time. If we perform a similar analysis, not just for the immediately preceding saccade but also for saccades separated by different numbers of trials (Figure 2) , we see that the influence of a preceding saccade decreases approximately exponentially the further in the past it is (Figure 2) .
But if we perform the same analysis for the refixation paradigm (Figure 3 ), any effects are much smaller, and-ignoring for the moment the clear difference for subject K at abscissa = 1-previous saccades now have little consistent influence on latency. This is exactly what would be expected if the influences of preceding saccades accumulate. Because each measured saccade is separated from the next by an intervening, unrecorded, refixation saccade in the opposite direction, effects of stimulus history will predominantly cancel. Thus, two consecutive responses that would normally be designated ''RR'' are in fact, if the refixation movement is included, ''RLR.'' For instance, in subject A, the L refixation saccade should increase the latency by some 4 ms (Figure 2 ), but the original R saccade preceding the refixation, being in this case in the same direction, should decrease it by some 3 ms. Thus, the influence of stimulus history should mostly cancel, and this is precisely what is seen in Figure 3 . Conversely, when a series of saccades occur in the same direction-as when tracking a moving object-the influence of stimulus history should sum to values greater than those given in Figure 2 .
Because previous target appearances were not predictive of future appearances in the random walk, ideally the subject should have ignored stimulus history. That it nevertheless did show a clear influence (Figures 1 and 2 ) strongly suggests that our sequential effects ( Figure 2 ) represent a fixed, automated mechanism that is unrelated to subjective expectation within the oculomotor system. There is a possible confounder that needs to be considered, however. If latency changes systematically with the position of the eye in the orbit, because more extreme positions are on average reached by more sequences of saccades in the same direction, this will generate effects in the random-walk protocol similar to the operation of a sequential mechanism. Figure 4 (circles) shows that the average saccadic latency for rightward and leftward saccades does in fact change monotonically with position in the random walk. However, using random-walk data to estimate this dependency is likely to exaggerate its prominence because a pure sequential effect of the kind we have described would on its own generate an apparent effect of eccentricity on latency. This result is due to the fact that-by an inversion of the previous argument-sequences with more saccades following in the same direction will necessarily tend to deviate the eye further from the primary position.
We can demonstrate this reciprocity by performing a computer simulation of our random walk: to determine the latency for an individual saccade, we start with a latency that is identical for all positions (so that there is no a priori effect of orbital position) and then modify it-on the basis of the previous 20 steps in the random walk-by the functions given in Figure 2 . We then find an apparent effect of orbital position on average latency ( Figure 4 , solid lines), an effect similar to that described for our real random-walk data (Figure 4 , circles) over most eccentricities. Although there are deviations for the largest eccentricities, it should be remembered that the end of the *Correspondence: aaj@unimelb.edu.au random-walk functions in Figure 4 represent only a tiny fraction (w1%) of the data and so are of limited influence overall. Therefore, the presence of sequential effects predicts there should be corresponding effects of orbital position.
For examining the effect of orbital position in isolation, it is necessary to use a conventional refixation protocol, performed at various orbital positions, because under these conditions sequential effects will tend to cancel out. The results of such an experiment are given in Figure 4 (squares) and show there is indeed an orbital effect that is distinct from that generated by our sequential effect. Its monotonicity is inconsistent with a simple mechanical effect but could reflect an interaction between those neural centers that hold the eyes in peripheral gaze and those that initiate a saccade. To determine its contribution to our previous results, we first performed a simulated random walk in which the latency at each position was as given by our refixation experiment results ( Figure 4 , squares, with linear interpolation for alternate steps), and then we recalculated the functions shown in Figure 2 . The same pattern of latency changes as in Figure 2 was preserved for all observers and all conditions (RR, LL, RL, and LR: see Figure 5 ), although their absolute magnitudes were markedly reduced (average magnitude reduced to 15% and 16% for subjects A and H, respectively: repeated-measures t test, p = 0.002 and 0.04; magnitude equals the latency difference at abscissa = 1 subtracted by difference at abscissa = 20 in Figures 2 and 5 ), indicating that orbital-position related latency changes that are not themselves the result of sequential effects contribute only a small amount to the sequential effects shown in Figure 2 .
Relation to Previously Reported Effects of Stimulus History
Several kinds of serial effects on saccades have been reported in the literature. For example, there is a well-studied phenomenon called inhibition of return (IOR), usually described in the context of conventional refixation experiments [1] , in which responses to a location where a saccade has previously been prepared or executed [4] are delayed, as for instance for the final saccade in RLR as opposed to RLL (in which the middle response is the refixation). The converse phenomenon-a reduced latency for the final saccade in RLL as opposed to RLR-has been called alternation advantage [1, 2] , and although possibly reflecting an active facilitating process [5] , operationally it clearly amounts to the same thing as IOR and could equally be seen as a repetition disadvantage caused by inhibitory mechanisms [4] . Might our inhibitory effects (Figure 2 , lower panels) simply be IOR and their decay reflect the decreased likelihood of returning to the same location as the length of the random walk increases? This is unlikely because IOR should only manifest when the eyes return to the same location, and this can only be done through an even number of random-walk steps: Figure 2 (lower panels) shows an inhibitory effect for both odd-and even-number steps, indicating that latencies are raised even when the eyes fail to return to the same location. In addition, IOR is more short lived than the protracted effects we describe [6] . IOR is, however, a likely cause of the short-lived effects seen in the refixation data of subject K (Figure 3 , abscissa = 1). That this subject's shortterm behavior differs despite longer-term behavior that is identical with the other subjects further confirms that our effects are distinct from conventional IOR.
Finally, a repetition effect has also been described, that is in a sense the opposite of IOR: Repeated saccades made to the same location have reduced latencies [7] . Recent evidence [2] suggests that opposing IOR and repetition effects might exist simultaneously in human observers and that either can dominate; such a finding may well explain why they appear to cancel in two of our observers (Figure 3 , subjects A and H) but not in the other (Figure 3 , subject K, abscissa = 1). It has been proposed that repetition effects are based on motor-response direction [7] , although it is not clear why they should manifest in refixation experiments [2, 7] once the equal and opposite motor responses of refixation saccades are considered. We speculate that the cortical inputs to the superior collicular cells in which repetition effects have been measured [7] may act to allow refixation saccades to be treated differently from goal-directed saccades, thereby allowing simple motor-based mechanisms to be sensitive to target appearance probabilities in refixation experiments under appropriate circumstances [8] [9] [10] .
Magnitude and Time Course of the Effect of Stimulus History
We found that the effect of stimulus history in our random walk decayed the further apart in a sequence the two saccades Latencies for saccades in a given direction are shorter when immediately preceded by one in the same (RR and LL) direction and longer when immediately preceded by one in the opposite (RL and LR) direction. The scale represents latency of the second saccade (6SEM) for each condition, minus the subject's overall average latency for that direction: Thus, negative differences indicate the saccade is initiated more quickly than average. A, H, and K are the three subjects.
were, but whether this depends on the time-lapse or the number of intervening saccades is unclear. Gore et al. [11] have shown a decrease-albeit not statistically significant-in repetition effects that depends purely on time-lapse in monkeys. Conversely, Dorris et al. [12] found no change in the latency difference between saccades to the same or opposite direction when the time between consecutive saccades was increased, although these authors investigated a more restricted time range than Gore et al. [11] . A time-dependent effect may be expected if our sequential effects (Figure 2 ) are due to residual neural activity from a previous saccade influencing the current saccade, a mechanism long postulated for repetition effects in Figure 2 . Decay of Sequential Effects in the Random-Walk Paradigm Average differences in latency are plotted as a function of the number of trials separating two saccades, for each of the four different combinations of directions (RR, LL, LR, and RL). Trials separating the two saccades can be in any direction. Lines show the best fitting (least-squares) exponential functions for the data, with the thickest lines corresponding to the filled symbols. The scale represents the latency of the second saccade (6SEM) for each condition, minus the overall average latency for that direction: Thus, negative differences indicate that the saccade is initiated more quickly than average. A, H, and K are the three subjects. reaction-time experiments [13] . Consistent with this, presaccadic activity in the intermediate layers of the monkey superior colliculus is increased when a previous saccade has been made in the same direction as the current one [7] , and the visuocentric mapping of saccades used by these layers [14] is consistent with the effects shown in this study. However, the above electrophysiological investigations in monkeys used a refixation paradigm [7, 11, 12] when, as we have shown (Figure 3) , sequential effects substantially cancel. Extensively trained monkeys may well use different task strategies to humans, however [12, 15] .
In summary, our random-walk paradigm avoids many of the ambiguities that occur when a blind eye is turned to refixation movements and reveals a new effect of stimulus history, reducing latencies when saccades are in the same direction and increasing them when they are in the opposite direction. These effects are distinct from previously investigated effects of saccadic history, such as IOR and alternation advantage. Their relatively long time course means that they tend to cancel in conventional experiments in which subjects return their eyes to a fixed location after each trial, so they have previously gone unnoticed. But in the real world, where a currently fixated target serves as the starting point for the next saccade, then their influence will be pronounced. When tracking objects, the direction of successive saccades are likely to be highly correlated [16] and so our mechanism is therefore an example of what seems to be a general feature of the saccadic system, that latencies to expected stimuli are reduced [8] . This predictive mechanism may perhaps be of particular significance when, as often happens in the real world, a moving object is temporarily obscured by an intervening obstacle, and deciding where it will reappear is critical. Such decisions may usefully be described as a ''race-to-threshold'' between competing outcomes [8, 17, 18] , so that what might otherwise seem rather small changes in timing will significantly bias one outcome over the other. That our effect appears to be an automated response that is free form cognitive influence suggests the neural centers responsible for directing our gaze-and, consequently, our overt attention-have evolved to reflect the patterns of the real-world environment.
Experimental Procedures Stimuli
We presented targets on a calibrated computer monitor system (ViSaGe graphics card: Cambridge Research Systems, Kent UK; and GDM-F520 monitor, Sony, Tokyo, Japan; or Diamond Pro 2070SB monitor, Mitsubishi, Tokyo, Japan; frame rate 100 Hz) in a dimly illuminated room. Targets were 0.25 , 48 cd/m 2 spots, presented on a 24 cd/ m 2 gray background (CIE 1931, x = 0.281, y = 0.306). Subjects sat 1 m from the monitor, which subtended 23 3 17
. For all conditions, subjects maintained a head posture directed toward the center of the screen (eccentricity = 0), with the head being stabilized by a chin rest. Circles represent the data derived from the random-walk paradigm. Squares represent the results from a repeat of the refixation experiment, for which the fixation target was fixed at one of the following eccentricities: 28. 4 , 25.6 , 22.8 , 0 , 2.8 , 5.6 , or 8.4 ; two runs of 100 presentations each were collected at each eccentricity, in a counterbalanced fashion. Negative eccentricities appeared on the subject's left. Subject K (not shown) gave similar functions for the random walk, extending from 177-206 ms (leftward saccades) and 231-192 ms (rightward saccades). Solid lines are from a random-walk computer simulation that incorporated the sequential effects shown in Figure 2 but had no a priori change in latency with location (see text for details). The simulation produced a continuous run of 1,000,000 trials, although the effect of stimulus history was reset when a stimulus was returned to the center after wandering off the virtual screen (see Experimental Procedures). Error bars represent 6SEM.
Experimental Protocols
Random-Walk Paradigm A run began with a fixation target displayed at the center of the screen. Successive targets appeared 1.4 to the left or the right of the currently fixated target and so appeared to wander horizontally about the screen from trial to trial. The probability of appearing on the left or the right was equal. The currently fixated target was extinguished at the same time the next target appeared. If the target presented was at the horizontal limit of the screen (seven steps from the center), the next target returned to the center: Our analysis eliminated this return saccade. Both computer simulations of the randomwalk procedure similarly returned to the center after stepping off the virtual screen. In all protocols, we used runs of 200 sequentially presented targets. Upon detecting a saccade, the next target appeared after a randomly selected delay uniformly distributed between 770 ms and 1770 ms. Refixation Paradigm Targets appeared randomly at 1.4 to the left or the right of a central fixation target, which was simultaneously extinguished. The probability of appearing on the left or the right was equal. Upon detecting a saccade, the central fixation target reappeared and the subject returned fixation to the center of the screen; as before, the next target appeared after a randomly selected delay uniformly distributed between 770 ms and 1770 ms.
Eye-Movement Recording
We recorded eye position with an infrared reflection oculometer (Ober Consulting, Poznan, Poland) [19] that was mounted on the bridge of the nose and that consisted of dual differential infrared reflectance transducers comparing reflectance from the medial sclera and pupil of each eye. Its output was symmetrically linear to 7% within +30
and had a bandwidth of 250 Hz. Its output voltage was sampled at 100 Hz, synchronized to the display frames. The computer also automatically detected saccades [20] on the basis of a velocity threshold, optimized for each observer so that our comparatively small saccades (1.4 ) could be differentiated from involuntary microsaccades (%0.5
) [21] with good reliability. We recorded latencies in 10 ms bins and excluded those <80 ms or >800 ms. After an experimental run, all records were checked manually, and those containing errors such as blinks, head movements, or other artifacts were withheld from further analysis. The percentage of saccades made in a direction opposite to the target (errors) was always less that 1.5% for all observers.
Subjects
Two of the authors (A and H) plus an additional naive subject (K) served as observers: Average latencies (refixation paradigm) were 199, 214, and 198 ms, respectively. All knew that the pattern of target appearance was random and that in all protocols the probability of a target appearing to the left or right was the same. Runs for the random-walk and refixation paradigms were collected in interleaved fashions, with subjects performing 60 (H and K) or 120 (A) runs (totaling 12,000 and 24,000 saccades, respectively) for each paradigm: Such large data sets were required to average out the substantial random variability inherent in saccadic latencies [17] . All procedures were in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by our respective institutional ethics committees. Subjects gave their informed consent prior to inclusion in the study.
An additional data set was collected on another observer (R) but unfortunately was rejected when subsequent analysis showed a profound elevation of average latencies for some locations in the random walk, approaching 400 ms at one point. The subject independently reported that she felt she had developed an aversion to these locations after the computer sometimes failed to detect saccades made there: An analysis of the proportion of rejected traces confirmed a 33 to 63 increase in number of rejected traced for the affected locations when compared to the same eccentricity in the opposite hemifield.
Data Analysis
In addition to a simple analysis of repeats (e.g., RR) versus alternations (e.g., LR), we determined the influence of the (i 2 n) th saccade on the i th saccadewhere the i and (i 2 n) th saccades were in particular directions-by calculating the average difference in latency between the i th trial and the average of all latencies for that direction. Saccades in between the i and (i 2 n) th saccades could be in any direction. Such an analysis allows a more extended influence of stimulus history to be discerned, as well as allows us to isolate the effect of one saccade on another; the latter cannot be readily achieved by simply considering a sequence of repeats. When analyzing data from our random walk protocol, we ignored differences arising from pairs of trials that were separated by a return-to-center saccade because the random walk had wandered off the screen (see above).
